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Introduction to Ouzounidis work
Born in 1969 to a Greek father, with an experience in Avant-Garde
theatre, she has spoken about how her father would present
Ancient Greek myths to her. “This is how it happened, this is where
it happened”. Her writing has evolved through both her direct
involvement in the theatre, and her extensive academic education.
The “Theatre of Cruelty”, from Artaud to Grotowski and Barba, is
based on actions that are performed on stage in an almost
ceremonial
manner
that
transcends
conformity
and
conventionalities which have eventually become an end in
themselves. It is the carnival of modernism, though it is quite
ascetic and far from relaxed. It is centered around the body, and it
is related to austere theatrical traditions from around the world.
Teatr Weimar in Malmö is an extension of it. Ouzinidis worked
there as a dramatist and a director for many years.
That experience defined Ouzinidis’s writing and aesthetics which,
though grounded in space transcend time, through the use of
excessive repetitions for example, or of events that
simultaneously take place on different time levels. Her language is
rich and alternates instantaneously from the everyday language to the heightened poetic. In many of
her plays she marks the beginning and end of a line in the same way music scores are marked. And it
is those specific lines that have been the research subject of Ouzounidis’s own doctoral thesis: “Doubt:
The poetics of the theatrical lines” (2016)
Her first plays often take place in modern Sweden, and deal, through language, with hot social issues.
Nonetheless, mythology serves as a sounding board. The dramatis personae themselves are not much
aware of whom they are, but we, the spectators, suspect that their identity is multifaceted, and
transcends their historical individuality.
It is mainly through her discourse with Ancient Greece that Ouzounidis achieved such success and
critical acclaim. The technique with which she connects the myths is superb, because she supports and
negates them at once...
During the performance the linguistic surface falls apart and a primordial darkness spreads out that
will result in vicious violence.
....
Ouzinidou speaks so much about Swedish society that the events would appear exotic in other parts of
the world. Yet, I am convinced that the myth is like a vessel that can endure its transportation here and
there thanks to the magic power of its ingredients, sternness and plasticity.
Jon Sventemark, Theater critic – translator, Stockholm

From the printed edition of “Traces of Antigone” translated by Margarita Mellberg and published by
“PERISPOMENI”, October 2018, ISBN: 978-618-5212-23-0

BACK COVER
A girl runs through olive groves and school yards. The red dry dust swirls up from the ancient Greek
landscape and falls over a 1970s school yard in Sweden. She runs to get away from assailants, tyrants,
and male teachers.
The story of the girl is ancient and incessant. It is a story of fear which is implanted in the girl’s body, it
takes roots and it grows there. The story of the girl is intertwined with the story of Antigone, of the
sister, of the brother and the war, the war that killed her beloved brother but which occurs in the girl’s
body. In “Traces of Antigone” we find the tyrant and the society of rape that he preserves. We find the
distressed strive of authority to cover up the uncertainty and the brutality that it provokes.
In “Traces of Antigone” the story is performed by an ensemble of voices where speech is a part of the
narration and the lines the way of the narration. At the same time the image of the self is being
presented, the individual identity is being directed. It is a narrative that attempts to define and
preserve personal truths and social constructions.
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GENDER DYNAMICS IN GREECE
Although, during the past decades, the position of women in Greek society has changed dramatically
and new laws have been established (gender equality in marriage, abolishment of dowry, equal rights
for "illegitimate" children, decriminalisation of adultery), gender dynamics remain, however,
conservative.
Only In 2006, Greece enacted the law “for combating domestic violence"- which criminalised domestic
violence, including marital rape. I n Greece, the number of domestic abuse incidents has significantly
risen in recent years, as a result of the wider effects of the financial and social crisis in the country.
According to a report of the UNHCR, 4.500 rapes are taking place each year in Greece, but t he real
extent of the situation remains unknown as the majority of the cases are not reported to the police.
The entrance of women into the political arena has been very slow. Today in the Greek Parliament
women constitute only 20%  of the political representatives in the Parliament, c ompared to the
Swedish Parliament where women constitute more than 45%.
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THE TEAM
ELLI PAPAPAKONSTANTINOU …………. DIRECTOR
Elli Papakonstantinou c reates live performances with an emphasis on opera, new technologies and
new media. While revisiting the classics in immersive experiences that involve multiple actors of the
community, her art connects notions of myth, politics and major narratives of our days.
Papakonstantinou shaped her ideas from the civic movements that emerged in Greece during the
crisis. She pledges her talent to increase empowerment engaging herself beyond the “usual” role of a
theatre director to become a politically engaged entrepreneur. A named Visiting CCRMA Scholar by
Stanford University and Princeton University and twice a “Fulbright Artist’s Award” recipient,
Papakonstantinou founded the company ODC Ensemble to challenge what opera and music theatre is
all about. She writes and directs all of the company’s works.
Papakonstantinou has been commissioned by European Capitals of Culture “Valetta 18” (Malta),
“Elefsina 21” (Greece) and ‘Pafos17’ (Cyprus) and has presented her work for the European Parliament
for Culture in 2017. Her creations tour internationally including representing Greece at PQ (official
Hellenic participation Prague Quadrennial 2015). For her recent work “the Cave” she received a ‘Music
Theatre Now 2018-19 international award’, while for other works amongst other artistic achievements a
“First Prize Award” at the Edinburgh Festival, (UK) and a “First Prize Award 2017” for the REP,
Birmingham (UK).
Papakonstantinou has lived in the UK for over a decade and has created and presented her work in
venues like BAM (Brooklyn Academy of Music), New York (US), Edinburgh Festival (UK), La MaMa E.T.C.,
(US), the West End (UK), Prague Quadrennial 15 (CH), Inauguration Ceremony of the Bibliotheca
Alexandrina (EG), Operadagen Festival (HL), Neuköllner Oper Berlin (GE), Megaron (National Concert
Hall) (GR) and many international festivals.
She is the founder and director of Vyrsodepseio, a 3.000 sq. m. art space in Athens (2011-2017).
Papakonstantinou holds a BA at the School of Arts, University of Thessaloniki (GR) and an MA and
M.Phil at the Royal Holloway, University of London (U.K).
Her play “The Kindly Ones”, which had its world premiere in 2019 at the Mauthausen Concentration
Camp Memorial in Austria, will be presented at the “Avignon Festival 2020”, while her latest work
“Oedipus: Sex with Mum was Blinding” which was developed after a six- month long research period at
Stanford University, was recently presented at BAM Fisher (Brooklyn Academy of Music, NY, USA) and
continues its world tour.

CHRISTINA OUZOUNIDIS …….. PLAYWRIGHT
Christina Ouzounidis is a Swedish playwright and director. She is a founding member of the artist
collective Teatr Weimar in Malmö. She is currently recognized as one of the most interesting and
renowned playwrights in Sweden. Her melodic, rhythmical, and original language questions societal
norms and often draws on themes from ancient Greek myths.

During her career, Christina Ouzounidis has written and directed plays for small independent theatre
groups as well as great institutions such as the City Theater of Stockholm, the Royal Opera, and
Swedish Radio.
She has won several awards including the Expressen Theatre Award in 2010 and the Swedish Ibsen
Society Playwright Prize in 2012.
Her works include: Persefone (2005), Ordet - kött (2007), Heterofil (2008), A Naturen, vanorna, tiden,
moralen (2009), Vit, rik, fri (2010)

REA ANN MARGARITA MELLBERG ………….. TRANSLATOR
Rea Ann Magaret Mellberg, born in Piraeus in 1951, studied at the Universities of Stockholm and Lund.
She received her doctorate in Contemporary Greek poetry from the University of Lund in 2004.
She worked as a professor at the Stockholm University (1973-1977) and as a translator of Swedish
literature into Greek. She has also worked at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Greece and as a Cultural
Attaché at the Greek Embassy in Sweden since 1995. Her translations into Greek include modern
Swedish poetry, plays by Strindberg, Ibsen, Dagerman, Söderberg, Almquist, Swedenborg and many
others.
She has received awards from the Swedish Academy in 1991 for her translations from Swedish to
Greek, and from the Swedish Authors’ Society in 1994. In 1995 she was awarded the Silver Cross “The
Polar Star” by the Swedish state for her contribution to the cultural exchange between Greece and
Sweden.
She is a member of both the Swedish and the Hellenic Authors’ Societies, a member of the board of
Friends of the Swedish Institute of Athens and a board member of the Greek Cultural House of
Stockholm (Stiftelsen Grekiska Kulturhuset). She has organized many cultural initiatives in Stockholm.

NALYSSA GREEN ……… ORIGINAL SCORE
Nalyssa Green is a singer, songwriter, multi-instrumentalist from Athens, Greece. She has released
three albums: the 2010 lo- fi, DIY “Barock”, the 2012 folk-rock “The Seed” and the 2018 Greek language
"Bloom" ("Μπλουμ"). In addition to her songwriting and performing activities, she also composes music
for the theatre.

GEMMA HANSSON CARBONE …………. PERFORMER
Gemma Hansson Carbone is an Italian - Swedish actress and director. She studied Theater and Stage
Arts in Italy, Sweden and the UK. She met and worked with international masters such as Julie Stanzak,
Chiara Guidi, Romeo Castellucci, Theodoros Terzopoulos, Mixail Marmarinos, Rodrigo Garcia, Tomi
Janesic, Pavol Liska and Kelly Copper (Nature Theater of Oklahoma).
Since 2013, she has been working between Italy and Sweden. In 2015 she founded Naprawski, an
trans-national platform of artists.
Since 2018 she collaborates with Pontus Stenshäll and Göteborgs Stadsteatern as assistant director.

MARY ZYGOURI …………. SET & COSTUME DESIGN
Mary Zygouri addresses issues related to individual identity and social crisis in the contemporary
world. In her work she invents and impersonates fictional characters in reality, false identities
presented in public actions and video-performances with symbolic and paradoxical results. She
focuses on the notion of self in relation to systems of power, censorship, and surveillance. Starting
from historical events, investigating archives, biographies, and literary narratives, she alters the past
and its many interpretations, by transferring, re-signifying, and representing them in contemporary
frames of reference, relocating them in contemporary reality. Thus injecting ambiguity into the
present, imposing a process of remembering and a critic to nowadays, which, in fact, has been hit by
an “age of austerity -Greek debt crisis”. Her aim is to induce a feeling of impossibility in achieving any
purpose, and in identifying where meaning lays.
The tactics that Mary Zygouri followed in her actions in the recent years are public interventions,
opened to the reaction of the urban public space. In these performances her presence in complete
spontaneity situation, forces the public-becoming-audience to be in motion, interrupting the normal
everyday flow and transforming it, for the limited time of the Performance in a locus of discursive
production.

Aglaia Papa as Richard II , directed by Elli Papakonstantinou,  photo by Isabella Frangouli

ODC ENSEMBLE
ODC Ensemble is an internationally
acclaimed theater company
established by director Elli
Papakonstantinou. ODC Ensemble
creates mostly hybrid performances,
and provokes and inspires audiences
with classic and contemporary plays
while emphasizing education.
ODC Ensemble (1st Prize Award, BE
Festival 2017 for the REP, UK, winner of
the Music Theater NOW competition
2018), has been funded by the Arts
Councils of Sweden, Great Britain and
Denmark, the Hellenic Foundation of
Culture, and it has performed all
around the globe:
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The Athens Festival (2012, 2016, 2017), The Cairo Opera (under the auspices of the UN), Chashama
Theatre, Times Square (NYC, USA), Edinburgh Festival (GB, 1998, 2004), Princeton University (USA), La
MaMa (NYC, USA) , 10th International Iraq Festival, Operadagen Festival (Rotterdam, NL), the grand
opening of the Library of Alexandria (Egypt), Neuköllner Oper Berlin (DE),
Musikteatertage Festival (Vienna, AT), Copenhagen Opera Festival (DK), Aalborg Opera Festival (DK), et
al.
In 2016 it participated in the Prague Quadrennial 2016 (CZ). ODC Ensemble has been commissioned by
the 2021 European Capital of Culture Elefsina (“Louisette: The Backstage of Revolution”, an Athens
Festival co-production), the 2018 European Capital of Culture, Valleta (with the grand scale production
“Kazin Barokk”) and the 2017 European Capital of Culture, Pafos.
In 2011 ODC Ensemble founded and directed “Vyrsodepseio”, an art space of collective expression and
networking, a vibrant hub that brought artists and citizens together until 2016.
Today, as a pioneer in international networking, ODC Ensemble is a partner of three Creative Europe
programs: Business Models for Culture (2016-2020), Europe Grand Central (20160-2018), Polar Circle
(2017-2020), and a proud member of the international networks Trans Europe Halles and IETM.
ODC Ensemble were also honoured to present their work “The Kindly Ones” at the historical memorial
of the Mauthausen Concentration Camp in 2019, commissioned by the Austrian State Festival Der
Regionen.

Publications about ODC’s work:
●
●
●

A Θeatre in times of crisis: Elli Papakonstantinou & ODC Ensemble / Vyrsodepseio, by Nefeli
editions, 2017.
Catalogue of the official Hellenic participation at the PQ15
Reception Studies: Greece and Rome, Lorna Hardwick, by Oxford University Press, New York,
2003.

“For all the young people who live in the same city, for Elli Papakonstantinou and her associates, for
artists and audiences alike, exists here, no matter what, the bustle of an ancient and timeless journey,
that speaks of personal and political awareness.”
Grigoris Ioannidis, Theater Professor & Critic. 

